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Semantics online
Can’t we do better than that ? 

Proposal: establish an online repository

‣ individual construct descriptions

- syntax and semantics of abstract constructs

‣ complete language descriptions

- translations of concrete languages to 

(combinations of) abstract constructs
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Conclusion
Constructive semantics supports a 

radical change of description method:

‣ independent description of individual 

abstract constructs

‣ translation from concrete languages to 

abstract constructs

and encourages the creation of a online 

repository of semantic descriptions



Component-based semantics (CBS)
Conjecture
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Component-based semantics 
can greatly reduce the effort of 

language specification



Programming languages 

‣ specified by translation 
 
to:


Components: ‘funcons’


‣ fundamental constructs


‣ open-ended library

Component-based semantics (CBS)
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Semantics Online requirements
            Digital library                                                             Curated repository 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tool support
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Language 
specifications 

Reusable components 
(funcons) 

Validation



Towards Semantics Online implementation

PLANCOMPS: Programming Language Components and Specifications 

‣ 2011–2016: Swansea, RHUL, City, Newcastle 


-
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Towards Semantics Online implementation

PLANCOMPS: Programming Language Components and Specifications 

‣ 2011–2016: Swansea, RHUL, City, Newcastle 


- component-based framework (CBS meta-language, foundations)


- specifications (example languages, reusable components)


- tool support (IDE, parser generation, interpreter generation)


- validation (test suites)


- historical semantic descriptions library
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Component-Based Semantics 
(CBS)



Funcon definitions in CBS
Based on MSOS


‣ signatures


- distinguish between value and computation arguments


‣ inductive rules for small-step transitions( , ⤳)


- states: terms, including computed values


- labels: collections of entities (environments, stores, signals, etc)


- implicit propagation of unmentioned entities

⟶
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a modular variant of 
Structural Operational 

Semantics  (SOS)



Funcon definitions in CBS
Example


‣ signatures 
 

‣ inductive rules for small-step transitions and rewrites ( , ⤳) 
 
 
 
 
 

⟶
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rewrites respectively. A formal account of the underlying MSOS framework can be found in [4], of the
I-MSOS rules in [3], and of the two transition relations in [11].

This section presents an informal and example-driven overview of using CBS to specify funcons. The
funcons in this section are selected to demonstrate di↵erent aspects of CBS specifications. Appendix B.1
lists the signatures of all funcons used in the Simple language specification; the definitions of those funcons
are available online [7].

4.1. Transition Relations

Consider the following CBS specification of if-true-else:

Rule
B �! B 0

if-true-else(B ,X ,Y ) �! if-true-else(B 0,X ,Y )
(15)

Rule if-true-else(true,X , ) ; X (16)

Rule if-true-else(false, ,Y ) ; Y (17)

This is a fairly conventional SOS specification of a conditional expression, except that there are two transition
relations: ‘�!’ and ‘;’. The former denotes exactly one step of computation, which in general may have
arbitrary side e↵ects and be sensitive to its context. The latter denotes context-free term rewriting, which
cannot involve side e↵ects, and is reflexive and transitive. The distinction facilitates reasoning about funcons
terms. It can also be exploited by a funcon interpreter to provide a more e�cient implementation of the
pure transitions. The formal details of these two relations, and the interaction between them, are spelled
out in [11].5

4.2. Funcon Signatures

CBS requires each funcon to have a declared signature. For example, the signature for if-true-else is
declared as follows:

Funcon if-true-else( : booleans, : )T , : )T ) : )T (18)

The result of the funcon, and each funcon parameter, has a sort. A funcon sort is either a value sort (a
type), or a computation sort (a type prefixed by the ‘)’ symbol, which is pronounced “computes”). When
the result sort is a value sort, then the funcon is a value constructor, and the funcon will not have any
operational rules.

Additionally, polymorphic funcons may have signatures that contain type variables. In the case of
if-true-else, the type variable T is used to express that the second and third arguments compute values of
the same type, and that the funcon as a whole also computes a value of that type.

Notice that the first parameter has a value sort. This does not mean that if-true-else is limited to being
applied to literal Boolean values; rather, value-sort annotations play a special role in funcon signatures, as
we will now describe.

When a parameter has a value sort, we say that the funcon is strict in that argument. If a funcon is
strict in all its arguments, then we say that the funcon is strict. For each strict parameter in a funcon’s
signature, a congruence rule is implicitly generated for that argument.

A congruence rule has a single premise consisting of a computation step for the strict argument. The
target of the rule’s conclusion is the same as the source of the conclusion, except that the argument subterm
is replaced with the updated subterm from the target of the premise. For example, Rule 15 is the congruence
rule implicitly generated by the signature of if-true-else (18), and thus that rule can be omitted. A funcon
with congruence rules generated for several arguments is non-deterministic with respect to the order in which
these arguments are evaluated: the congruence rules admit all possible interleavings. This technique for
automatically generating congruence rules was inspired by the strictness annotations in the K Framework [9,
page 9].

5In [11] the relations ‘;’ and ‘�!’ are written ‘)’ and ‘!’, respectively.
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Language specifications in CBS
Languages are specified compositionally 

‣ context-free syntax


- BNF, regular expressions, disambiguation (relative priorities, etc)


‣ translation functions : syntax → funcons


- a semantic equation for each language construct


- the semantics of funcons determines the language semantics

12



Language specifications in CBS
Example 

‣ context-free syntax

13
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Appendix A. Simple Language Definition

This appendix presents our CBS definition of the Simple language. The top-level translation function
is run. We omit the lexical grammar for the non-terminals bool, int, string and id, and the equations for
corresponding translation functions val and id, but they are available to be viewed online [7].

Appendix A.1. Values

Syntax V : value ::= bool | int | string
Semantics val J : valueK : )values

Semantics id J : idK : )ids

Appendix A.2. Expressions

Syntax Exp : exp ::= ‘(’ exp ‘)’ | value | lexp | lexp ‘=’ exp | ‘++’ lexp

| ‘�’ exp | exp ‘(’ exps? ‘)’ | ‘sizeOf’ ‘(’ exp ‘)’ | ‘read’ ‘(’ ‘)’
| exp ‘+’ exp | exp ‘�’ exp | exp ‘⇤’ exp | exp ‘/’ exp | exp ‘%’ exp

| exp ‘<’ exp | exp ‘<=’ exp | exp ‘>’ exp | exp ‘>=’ exp

| exp ‘==’ exp | exp ‘!=’ exp | ‘!’ exp | exp ‘&&’ exp | exp ‘||’ exp
Rule J‘(’ Exp ‘)’K : exp = JExpK

29



Language specifications in CBS
Example 

‣ translation functions : syntax → funcons 
 
 

‣ semantic equations
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1. Introduction

New programming languages and domain-specific languages are continually being introduced, as are new
versions of existing languages. Each language needs to be carefully specified, to determine the syntax and
semantics of its programs. Context-free aspects of syntax are usually specified, precisely and succinctly, using
formal grammars; in contrast, semantics (including static checks and disambiguation) is generally specified
only informally, without use of precise notation. Informal specifications are often incomplete or inconsistent,
and open to misinterpretation; formal specifications can avoid such issues. Moreover, completely formal
definitions of programming languages may be used to generate prototype implementations, and as a basis
for proving properties of languages and of individual programs.

Although there is broad agreement as to the benefits of formality in language definitions, and although
there are a few examples of successful individual projects (notably the definition of Standard ML [1]),
there is generally little inclination on the part of programming language developers themselves to produce a
complete formal semantics definition. It appears that this is at least partly due to the e↵ort required when
scaling up to larger languages, and when updating a formal semantics to reflect language evolution (see, for
instance, comments by the Haskell designers [2, Page 9]).

New languages typically include a large number of constructs from previous languages, presenting a
major opportunity for reuse of specification components. However, in the absence of a suitable collection of
reusable components, each language would have to be specified from scratch—a huge e↵ort.

1.1. Component-Based Semantics

To improve the practicality of formal semantic definitions of larger languages, the PLanCompS project1

has developed a component-based approach to semantics. In this approach approach, a reusable component
of language definitions corresponds to a fundamental programming construct : a so-called ‘funcon’, which
has a fixed operational interpretation. The formal semantics of each funcon is defined independently, using
I-MSOS [3], a variant of Modular Structural Operational Semantics [4]. For example, the funcon if-true-else

is defined as follows:

Funcon if-true-else( : booleans, : )T , : )T ) : )T

Rule if-true-else(true,X , ) ; X

Rule if-true-else(false, ,Y ) ; Y

The collection of funcons is open-ended; crucially, adding new funcons does not require changes to the
definition or use of previous funcons.

A component-based semantics of a programming language is defined by translating its constructs to
funcons. For example, a non-strict conjunction with Boolean-valued operands could be translated as follows:

Rule rval JExp1 ‘&&’ Exp2K = if-true-else(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K, false)

Many funcons can be widely reused in the definitions of di↵erent languages. An initial case study [5] gave
a semantics for Caml Light [6] based on a preliminary collection of funcons. The reusability of funcons
has subsequently been validated by several further case studies, some of which are available online [7],
including an update of the Caml Light specification to OCaml Light. These case studies demonstrate
how translation to funcons scales up for medium-sized languages. A further case study (C#) has been
initiated to test how well CBS can cope with a major programming language.

Analogous practices are widely adopted in software engineering: developers rely on reusable components
in the form of packages. However, applications generally rely on the details of particular versions of packages,
and problems can arise when new versions of packages are installed, requiring changes to applications that use
them. In contrast, each individual funcon definition is fixed, and language definitions require changes only
when the language itself evolves. For example, the above translation of the expression “Exp1 ‘&&’ Exp2”

1http://plancomps.org

2

Semantics rval J : expK : )values

Rule rval JV K = val JV K
Rule rval JLExpK = assigned(lval JLExpK)
Rule rval JLExp ‘=’ ExpK =
give(rval JExpK, sequential(assign(lval JLExpK, given), given))

Rule rval J‘++’ LExpK =
give(lval JLExpK, sequential(assign(given, integer-add(assigned(given), 1)), assigned(given)))

Rule rval J‘�’ ExpK = integer-negate(rval JExpK)
Rule rval JExp ‘(’ Exps? ‘)’K = apply(rval JExpK, tuple(rvals JExps?K))
Rule rval J‘sizeOf’ ‘(’ Exp ‘)’K = length(vector-elements(rval JExpK))
Rule rval J‘read’ ‘(’ ‘)’K = read

Rule rval JExp1 ‘+’ Exp2K = integer-add(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘�’ Exp2K = integer-subtract(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘⇤’ Exp2K = integer-multiply(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘/’ Exp2K = checked(integer-divide(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K))
Rule rval JExp1 ‘%’ Exp2K = checked(integer-modulo(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K))
Rule rval JExp1 ‘<’ Exp2K = is-less(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘<=’ Exp2K = is-less-or-equal(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘>’ Exp2K = is-greater(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘>=’ Exp2K = is-greater-or-equal(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘==’ Exp2K = is-equal(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘!=’ Exp2K = not(is-equal(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K))
Rule rval J‘!’ ExpK = not(rval JExpK)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘&&’ Exp2K = if-true-else(rval JExp1K, rval JExp2K, false)
Rule rval JExp1 ‘||’ Exp2K = if-true-else(rval JExp1K, true, rval JExp2K)

Syntax Exps : exps ::= exp (‘,’ exps)?

Semantics rvals J : exps?K : ()values)⇤

Rule rvals J K = ( )

Rule rvals JExpK = rval JExpK
Rule rvals JExp ‘,’ ExpsK = rval JExpK, rvals JExpsK

Syntax LExp : lexp ::= id | lexp ‘[’ exps ‘]’

Rule JLExp ‘[’ Exp ‘,’ Exps ‘]’K : lexp = JLExp ‘[’ Exp ‘]’ ‘[’ Exps ‘]’K
Semantics lval J : lexpK : )variables

Rule lval JIdK = bound(id JIdK)
Rule lval JLExp ‘[’ Exp ‘]’K = checked(index(integer-add(1, rval JExpK), vector-elements(rval JLExpK)))

30



Modularity in CBS
Language specifications 

‣ independent modules 
 

Funcons library 

‣ imported

15

…
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Support for evolution in CBS
Funcon definitions 

‣ funcon definitions never change or disappear!


‣ new funcons can always be added


Language specifications 

‣ co-evolve with language design


‣ not reusable components

16



Tool support for CBS specifications

17

IDE for creating, editing, browsing 

‣ grammars, translations, funcons 

Generating prototypes 

‣ language parser


‣ funcon interpreter


‣ translator : language → funcons


- hence program execution



‣  Executable component-based semantics
 ‣ Software meta-languages and CBS

Recent references for CBS
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The potential benefits of formal semantics are well known. However, a substantial amount 
of work is required to produce a complete and accurate formal semantics for a major 
language; and when the language evolves, large-scale revision of the semantics may be 
needed to reflect the changes. The investment of effort needed to produce an initial 
definition, and subsequently to revise it, has discouraged language developers from using 
formal semantics. Consequently, many major programming languages (and most domain-
specific languages) do not yet have formal semantic definitions.
To improve the practicality of formal semantic definitions, the PLanCompS project has 
developed a component-based approach. In this approach, the semantics of a language 
is defined by translating its constructs (compositionally) to combinations of so-called 
fundamental constructs, or ‘funcons’. Each funcon is defined using a modular variant of 
Structural Operational Semantics, and forms a language-independent component that can 
be reused in definitions of different languages. A substantial library of funcons has been 
developed and tested in several case studies. Crucially, the definition of each funcon is 
fixed, and does not need changing when new funcons are added to the library.
For specifying component-based semantics, we have designed and implemented a meta-
language called CBS. It includes specification of abstract syntax, of its translation to 
funcons, and of the funcons themselves. Development of CBS specifications is supported 
by an integrated development environment. The accuracy of a language definition can be 
tested by executing the specified translation on programs written in the defined language, 
and then executing the resulting funcon terms using an interpreter generated from the CBS 
definitions of the funcons. This paper gives an introduction to CBS, illustrates its use, and 
presents the various tools involved in our implementation of CBS.

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

New programming languages and domain-specific languages are continually being introduced, as are new versions of 
existing languages. Each language needs to be carefully specified, to determine the syntax and semantics of its programs. 
Context-free aspects of syntax are usually specified, precisely and succinctly, using formal grammars; in contrast, semantics 
(including static checks and disambiguation) is generally specified only informally, without use of precise notation. Infor-
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Softwaremeta-language engineering and CBS
Peter D. Mosses1
Department of Computer Science, Computational Foundry, Bay Campus, Swansea University, Swansea SA1 8EN, United Kingdom

A R T I C L E I N F O

Keywords:
Semantics of programming languages
Meta-languages
Modularity

A B S T R A C T

The SLE conference series is devoted to the engineering principles of software languages: their design, their
implementation, and their evolution. This paper is about the role of language specification in SLE. A precise
specification of a software language needs to be written in a formal meta-language, and it needs to co-evolve
with the specified language. Moreover, different software languages often have features in common, which
should provide opportunities for reuse of parts of language specifications. Support for co-evolution and reuse
in a meta-language requires careful engineering of its design.

The author has been involved in the development of several meta-languages for semantic specification,
including action semantics and modular variants of structural operational semantics (MSOS, I-MSOS). This
led to the PLanCompS project, and to the design of its meta-language, CBS, for component-based semantics.
CBS comes together with an extensible library of reusable components called ‘funcons’, corresponding
to fundamental programming constructs. The main aim of CBS is to optimise co-evolution and reuse of
specifications during language development, and to make specification of language semantics almost as
straightforward as context-free syntax specification.

The paper discusses the engineering of a selection of previous meta-languages, assessing how well they
support co-evolution and reuse. It then gives an introduction to CBS, and illustrates significant features. It also
considers whether other current meta-languages might also be used to define an extensible library of funcons
for use in component-based semantics.

1. Introduction

In general, it is good engineering practice to produce a full design
specification of a new artefact before starting its construction. If the
design needs to be adjusted during the construction, or a new version
of the artefact is subsequently required, the design specification is
updated accordingly. Moreover, a design often makes extensive use of
pre-existing components that have precisely specified properties.

In software language engineering, however, developers seldom pro-
duce complete and precise language design specifications. This seems to
be at least partly because of the effort required to specify a major soft-
ware language in full detail, and subsequently co-evolve the specifica-
tion together with the specified language. Perhaps a component-based
approach could reduce the effort, and encourage language developers
to specify the designs of new languages before implementing them?

The rest of this section recalls some general features of formal lan-
guage specification, and discusses the relationship between formality
and co-evolution. Section 2 examines some previous meta-languages,
pointing out issues with co-evolution and reuse. Section 3 introduces
CBS, a component-based framework for language specification; it il-
lustrates how CBS facilitates co-evolution, then gives an overview of

E-mail address: p.d.mosses@swansea.ac.uk.
1 Present address: EEMCS, Programming Languages, Delft University of Technology, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
2 Software languages and meta-languages can both be textual and/or graphical; we here consider purely textual languages, for simplicity.

the initial library of reusable components provided with CBS. Sec-
tion 4 indicates the current status of CBS and plans for its further
development.

This article is based on the author’s keynote at SLE 2017, extend-
ing [1]. Its contribution is an analysis of the support for co-evolution
and reuse in selected meta-languages, together with an explanation
of relevant CBS features; it does not present previously unpublished
research results.

1.1. Formal language specification

A language specification defines requirements on implementations:
which texts an implementation is to accept as well-formed, and what
behaviour should be exhibited when executing such texts.2 For con-
ventional high-level programming languages, well-formedness may be
divided into lexical syntax, context-free phrase structure, and context-
sensitive constraints, all to be checked before program execution starts;
the behavioural requirements generally include the relation between
input and output, but exclude properties such as how much time or
space program execution should take. Context-sensitive constraints are

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jvlc.2018.11.003
Received 13 November 2018; Accepted 19 November 2018
Available online 20 November 2018
1045-926X/© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Historical semantic descriptions 
http://plancomps.org/semantic-descriptions-library/
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An organisation for Semantics Online 
plancomps.github.io

PLANCOMPS: Programming Language Components and Specifications 

‣ 2011–2016: Swansea, RHUL, City, Newcastle 


Since 2016:  


‣ more specifications (e.g., threads)


‣ more tool support (e.g., Markdown generation)


‣ a website for browsing languages and funcons
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Towards a website for Semantics Online 
 plancomps.github.io/CBS-beta/
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Conclusion
Towards Semantics Online – the story so far:


‣2006: Semantics Online proposed in BCTCS talk


‣2011: PLANCOMPS project started


‣2016: CBS framework established


‣2018: CBS-beta funcons and languages available for review on GitHub


‣2020: PLANCOMPS organisation on GitHub 

To be continued – new participants are welcome! Email plancomps@gmail.com
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